We are performing a survey of the Galactic Center region (Sidoli et al., 1998a) with the BeppoSAX satellite. Several known point sources are visible (including one at the position of SgrA*), as well as newly discovered sources and diffuse emission. Here we report the preliminary results of the on-going analysis of both the point sources and the diffuse X-ray emission.
INTRODUCTION
The region (|l| < 2
• )×(|b| < 2 • ) around the Galactic Center was observed with the BeppoSAX satellite (Boella et al., 1997) during April 1997 April -1998 and AugustSeptember 1997 for a total of ∼120 hours of effective time exposure. An observation of the black hole candidate GRS1758-258 has also been obtained on April 10, 1997. Figure 1 shows a mosaic of the MECS images obtained during this project. In Table  1 we report the preliminary results of the spectral analysis of the point sources observed by the MECS instruments in the energy band 2-10 keV. Details on the analysis performed will be reported elsewhere (Sidoli et al., in preparation) .
INDIVIDUAL SOURCES
X-ray emission from the core of the radio supernova remnant G0.9+0.1 was discovered in April 1997 (Mereghetti et al., 1998) , confirming the composite morphology derived from the radio observations. A young, energetic pulsar in G0.9+0.1 could contribute to the unresolved gamma-ray excess observed by EGRET in the Galactic Center (Mayer-Hasselwander et al., 1998) . A type I X-ray burst from SAX J1747.0-2853, an X-ray transient recently rediscovered with the WFC on-board BeppoSAX (in't Zand et al. 1998b , Bazzano et al. 1998 ) and positionally coincident with the X-ray transient GX 0.2-0.2, has been detected with both MECS (Sidoli et al., 1998b) and PDS on April 15, 1998. The burst light curve is shown in Fig. 2 as well as the luminosity, temperature and neutron star radius variations during the burst. 
